Abstract-Combining
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of urban transport, traffic congestion and traffic safety issues attendant worsening. Therefore, a reasonable transportation planning and management have become a key factor in a variety of traffic flow methods have been proposed. Among them, the use of cellular automaton theory (1) (2) to study the traffic flow problems. This theory can make models of the evolution rules simply, easy to implement and simulate traffic flow micromovement state vehicle effectively, so it has been widely applied in the study of traffic flow in (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Because the intersection of important position in the road network, the experts and scholars at home and abroad using cellular automaton model of traffic flow at the intersection of research (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Tan et al (7) under open boundary conditions, the use of improved NS model, simulate traffic flow at the cross intersection of the city center of the major street and branch street. Xiao et al (8) under periodic boundary conditions, they researched the effects of vehicles' length, maximum speed, and the mixing coefficient ratio of traffic flow used by NS model. Zhang et al (9) studied of local non-interference mechanism intersections mixed traffic flow. Li et al (10) studied in the main lane to avoid a collision with two different regulatory simulate the non-signalized T-shaped intersection of the major street and branch street traffic flow. Fan et al studied non-signalized T-shaped intersection main road vehicle injection probability, left-turning and right-turning traffic flow impact on intersection. Li et al non-signalized T-shaped intersection in the role of the steering system of the vehicle and traffic systems to study the phase diagram.
However, domestic and foreign experts and scholars research characteristics of mixing traffic flow at T-shaped intersection with multi-speed which is small based on cellular automaton model. Therefore, this paper established a consider all direction traffic direction T-shaped intersection with multispeed cellular automaton model. According to the actual nature exists in various types of vehicle, through different types of vehicles in the model with different maximum speed. This model simulated the running situation of non-signalized Tshaped intersection is more close to actual. In this article, the model of the T-shaped intersection traffic flow characteristics were analyzed, the main research in a variety of maximum speed under mixed traffic flow conditions, branch lane injection probability of influence four lanes in T-shaped intersection system.
II. MODEL AND EVOLUTION RULES

A. Cellular Automaton Model
Non-signalized T-shaped intersection of cellular automaton model as shown in Figure I : the major street is consisted of Lane L3 and L2, the branch street is composed by lane L1. The major street and branch street vehicles are not allowed to overtake, in their respective lanes run independently. Each of the major street regarded as a discrete lattice chains the length of L, each of the branch street treat as a discrete lattice chains the length of L/2. Every lattice point represents the length of 7.5 m in reality road, the status of every lattice point is empty(no car) or the vehicle which is occupied with speed of
V is the maximum speed limit of vehicle can be achieved, the evolutionary step is 1s(1). T-
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shaped intersection is composed of C1, C2, two cells. Only after the vehicle into the intersection C1 and C2, need to vehicle steering and driving into the branch L1. When the vehicle enters the intersection, there is a left-turning direction, right-turning direction and straight-driving direction traffic flow.
FIGURE I T-SHAPED INTERSECTION CELLULAR AUTOMATION MODEL
B. Evolution Rules
• In the boundary conditions, all of the major street and branch street's vehicles in accordance with NaSch rules (14) to be updated. NS model to achieve the vehicle acceleration and deceleration, randomization phenomenon. If mixed vehicles on non-signalized Tshaped intersection, they will update according to the four steps based on model as follows :
Step 1 Accleration:
Step 2 Deceleration:
Step 3 d) The vehicle according to the probability and speed of mixing ratio of injected L3 and L2 into the lane highway entrance, parallel update and system of the vehicle in accordance with the rules of the evolution of the position and speed.
e) If you enter the system in the vehicle motion, remove the car. Each time step of vehicle will be removed from the system loss probability.
Only vehicles meet the above conditions, it can be normal driving system in the T-shaped intersection. If will enter the intersection vehicles that dissatisfy the above conditions, then need to wait at the intersection until content the traffic state to enter.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The ith lane is divided into a certain numbers of sites and their number indicated as L, the number of vehicles on the lane at t time is ( ) t N i , and the density ρand the average velocity V, the flowJ show respectively:
In T-shaped intersection simulation, the major lane L3 and L2 length of 1023 cells, the branch lane L1 length of 512 cells. C1 (C2) is located in 512 cell. Each cell corresponds to the actual road length 7. 5m, an evolutionary step for the 1s. Set the maximum speed limit max V ={2, 3, 5}, the speed ratio Figure II respectively in different speed mixing ratio condition, the relationship between the main road injection probability and L2, L3, L1 on the average speed of the vehicle lane. From the Figure II can be drawn: under the same conditions (same injection probability, diverted same probability, the same random slow probability, the same exit probability), the greater the mixing ratio of the coefficients of fast cars proportion in each lane the average speed of the vehicle increases. From Figure II In the other four speed mixing ratio factor conditions, the same trend curve. Figure II 
A. The Main Injection Probability Affect of Mixed Traffic Flow Lane Average Speed
B. The Main Injection Probability Affect of Mixed Traffic
Lane Flow Figure III is under the condition of different speed mixing proportion, the relationship between branch injection probability and T-shaped intersection system of three lanes' traffic flow. From the Figure II can be drawn: under the same conditions (same injection probability, diverted same probability, the same random slow probability, the same exit probability), the greater the mixing ratio coefficients of fast cars proportion in each lane the traffic flow increase. The other four mixing ratio coefficient conditions, changes in the flow of the same trend, value or less. Show that a variety of other speed mixing ratio of each lane traffic impact is relatively small. 
